and become passionate with the Natural Wonders County.
non-air-conditioned school that feels refreshing for months. Help your students learn, thrive,
happy, comfortable, and eager to learn. Additionally, it is a break of fresh air compared to a
every class. A great way to educate kids and in a welcoming environment, so their kids will be
All things considered, going outside to the Natural Wonders County is beneficial to
room to act out scenes as a class. Every class can find a way to have lessons out in the County,
you can get inspiration for both your writing and for a story your reading, as well as having
the growth of plants, and the changing of plans throughout the seasons. In English Language Arts
understanding of nature, being able to draw scenes from different perspectives. Science can learn about
Each class can take away a different lesson from the County. Art classes can get the
out with their friends.
all day long. It takes a toll on them both physically and mentally, and all kids want to do is hang
Furthermore, the hardest part about school for kids is to stay focused in a stuffy building.
other natural elements, you are sure to enjoy the outdoors while selecting your kids.
If kids are being immersed, bringing them to the county is a wonderful choice. It is
come to calming students down, nature and creativity.

The Natural Wonders County is beautiful and a powerful influence on kids when it